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Abstract 
A segment (= l-cell) of a planar triangulation 0 is conuex if it is common to two triangles (2-cells) 
whose union is a convex set. We determine the maximal number of convex segments of a triangula- 
tion over all triangulations CJ having n boundary vertices and m inner vertices (n > 3, m >O). 
1. Definitions and preliminary results 
Let V c R2 be a finite set of u points, which is not colinear. Denote by P the convex 
hull of V. Denote by n the number of points of V on the boundary of P (boundary 
points), and by m the number of points of Fin the interior to P (interior points). We say 
that I/ is of type (n; m). We are interested in triangulations of V, i.e., triangulations of 
P whose set of vertices is V. Any such a triangulations, say CJ, has n edges on bdP 
(= the boundary of P). The other segments of the triangulations CJ are called inner 
edges, and their number is denoted by e. The number of triangles (=2-cells) in the 
triangulation CJ is denoted byf: From Euler’s equation we have 
u-(n+e)+f=m-e+f= 1. (1.1) 
The number of inclusions between triangles and edges in CJ is 3fon the one hand, and 
n+2e on the other hand. Hence 
n+2e=3jI (1.2) 
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From (1. l), (1.2) we conclude 
,f=n+2m-2=v+m-2, (1.3) 
e=n+3m-3=v+2m-3. (1.4) 
Every inner edge [a, h] of o is common to two triangles of Q, say [a, 6, c] and 
[a, h, d]. If the union of these triangles is convex we say that [u, h] is convex (in 0). If 
the union is not convex we say that [a, b] is noy1concex. We say that the edge [a, h] is 
not convex in the vertex a, if a is a local nonconvexity point of the union 
[u, h, c] u[ a, b, d], i.e., if L hut + L bud > 180”. Clearly a nonconvex edge of c is non- 
convex in one of its vertices, and in one only. This vertex must be an inner point of I’. 
It is clear as well that if a is an inner vertex of r~ of valency 3, then the three edges of 
a incident with it are nonconvex in it. If u is an inner vertex of V, then the sum of the 
angles of the triangles of o with apex at u is 360”. It follows that if [a,b] [u,c] are 
edges of cr which are nonconvex in a, then there must be a triangle in (7 which contains 
both of them, hence [a, h, c]~a, i.e., [a, h] and [u, c] are consecutive edges of o around 
a. It follows that if a is an inner vertex whose valency in cr is 4 or more, then there are at 
most two edges of d which are not convex in a. If a is an inner vertex of valency 4, and 
if no two edges of 0 incident with a are colinear, then there are exactly two edges of 
o incident with u which are nonconvex in a. 
The next section is devoted to finding the maximal number of nonconvex edges in 
a triangulation g which has y1 boundary vertices and m inner vertices, as a function of 
the parameters n, m, and the remainder of this section is devoted to finding the 
maximal number of such nonconvex edges under the additional requirement that 
there are no inner 3-valent vertices in c. 
Theorem 1.1. Let CJ he u triangulation on V, without inner 3-vulent vertices. Then there 
ure at least # V-3 convex inner edges in u. 
Proof. By (1.4) e = v- 3 + 2m where m is the number of inner vertices of CJ. Hence it is 
enough to show that the number of inner edges of CT which are nonconvex does not 
exceed 2m. But we have seen in the foregoing discussion that every inner edge of 
o which is nonconvex, is nonconvex in exactly one of its vertices; and this must be an 
inner vertex. Equally true is that if a is an inner vertex of o whose cardinality is 24, 
then at most 2 edges of cr are not convex in u. This proves the assertion. 0 
The following theorem shows that Theorem 1.1 is best possible in a sense. 
Theorem 1.2. For all n 3 3 and m 3 0 (except (n, m) = (3, 1) and (n, m) = (3,2)) the,follow- 
ing is true: Lf P is a planar convex polygon with n vertices, then there is a planar set V in 
general position contuining the vertices of P in addition to m points inside 
P (# V= m + n), und there is a triangulation 0 on V without inner 3-vulent vertices, which 
has exactly) # V- 3 = m + n - 3 convex inner edges (hence exactly 2m inner nonconvex 
edges, see (1.4)). 
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Remark. It is easy to check if n = 3 and rn is either 1 or 2, then in every triangulation 
on V there must be an inner 3-valent vertex. 
Proof. Case I: m = 0, n 3 3. 
Triangulate P by n - 3 diagonals, without inner vertices at all. All the inner edges 
will be convex. 
Case II: m=3, n=3. 
Triangulate the triangle P as in Fig. 1. This is the Schlegel diagram of an octa- 
hedron. The inner convex edges are the edges of the inner triangle [a, h, c] and those only. 
Case III: m>O, n34. 
Inside a triangulation r of P (case I) we choose two neighboring triangles [a, b, c] 
and (a, b, d] whose union is a convex quadrilateral. Let zl, . . , z, be m additional 
points in the relative interior of the edge [a, b], in this order, and perturbate a bit these 
points such that the set V= vert Pu { zl, . . , zm} be in general position (Fig. 2). Discard 
in the triangulation T the edge [a, h] as well as the triangles [a, h, c] [a, h, d], and put 
instead a triangulation of the quadrilateral [a, b, c, d] based on the inner vertices 
21, . . ,&I and the edges [Zi,c], [Zi,d] (l<i<m), [a,z,], [zi,zi+l] (l<i<m-1), 
[z,, 61, as depicted in Fig. 2. The result is a triangulation (T of P with m inner vertices 




zr , . . . , z,, each of valency 4. Since the points are in general position, every vertex Zi is 
adjacent with exactly two edges of cr which are not convex in zi, hence r has exactly 2m 
inner nonconvex edges, and all the other m + n - 3 edges are convex. 
Case IV: ma4, n>,3. 
Make the construction described in Case III (with m - 3 instead of m) on the convex 
quadrilateral [a,~, b, d] in Fig. 1. One must be careful not to perturb zr too much, so 
that the angle Ldazl will be approximately equal to angle Ldab, and the edge [a, d] 
will remain nonconvex in the vertex a. Similarly for the point z, which is near b. 0 
Remark. It is possible to establish the theorem by other constructions. 
2. The general case 
We need some more notation, as follows: If c is a triangulation of a convex polygon 
P, denoted by c = c( a) the number of inner convex edges of CT, and by h = h( 0) denote 
the number of inner nonconvex edges. Hence c+h =e (= n+ 3m- 3 = u +2m-3). 
Denote as well for n 3 3, m > 0 
~(n,m)=[+(5m+min(m,n-2)] (2.1) 
(i.e., n(n,m) equals 3m for mdn-2, and [f(5m+n-2)] when m3n-2, where [x] is 
the integer part of x). We shall see now that the maximum of h(o) for triangulations 
with n boundary vertices and m inner vertices is q( n, m). This is expressed in more 
details in the following two theorems. 
Theorem 2.1. [f o is a triangulation of a comex polygon and if o has n boundary vertices 
and m inner vertices, then h(o)<n(n, m). 
Theorem 2.2. Given a convex polygon P, of order n, and a nonnegative integer m, there is 
a set V c R2, in general position, containing the vertices of P, in addition to m points 
inside P (# V=m+n), and there is a triangulation CJ af V such that h(a)=n( n, m). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It is readily seen that in any case h(a)< 3m; this follows 
immediately from the following two observations: (1) any inner vertex of o is incident 
with at most 3 nonconvex edges of u (see the discussion preceding Theorem l.l), and 
(2) a nonconvex edge of (T is nonconvex in one of its vertices (and one only), and this 
vertex must be an inner vertex of cr. Since q( n, m) = 3n for m < n - 2, we may assume 
henceforth that m 3 n - 2. 
Put M := Vnint(conv V), and for i=O, 1,2,3 define subsets Mi of M as follows: 
If XE M then XE Mi iff there are exactly i edges of g which are not convex in X. Clearly 
the sets MO, MI, M,, M, are mutually disjoint, and by the above observation (1) 
UTEO Mi= M. Similarly, M3 1s precisely the set of all inner 3-valent vertices of cr. Put 
mi = # Mi, and we get 
m=mO+mI+mz+m, (2.2) 
h=h(o)=mI+2m2+3m3 (2.3) 
(the last equality is based on the above observation (2)). The assertion of the theorem 
in case m3n-2 may be written as 2h < 5m+ n-2, and this is equivalent by (2.2) 
and (2.3) to 
m365m0+3mI+m2+n-2. (2.4) 
Let’s prove this inequality. Call a triangle A of cr notable in the vertex x if: 
(a) .Y is a vertex of A, and 
(b) both edges of A which are incident with x are nonconvex in X. 
(Condition (b) implies that x is an inner vertex of c, XEM, and in fact ~EM,uM,.) 
Note that a triangle A of c can be notable in at most one vertex. This follows from 
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observing that if an edge [x, y] of A is nonconvex in the vertex x, then it is convex in y. 
Similarly, if XEM~, then x is an inner 3-valent vertex of O, and the three triangles of 
c that contain x are notable in it. If XE M,, and if [x, y] and [x, z] are the two edges of 
c that contain x and are nonconvex in x, then, as said in Section 1, [x, y, z] is a triangle 
of cr, hence there is only one triangle which is notable in x. This shows that the number 
of notable triangles in G is precisely m2 + 3m3. This number does not exceed the overall 
number of triangles in 0, which isf= n - 2 + 2m (see (1.3)) hence m2 + 3m3 d n - 2 + 2m, 
hence by (2.2) m3 < 2m, + 2ml + m2 + n - 2, implying (2.4). 0 
Remark 2.3. These calculations show that in case m >n -2 the equality 
2h= 5m+n-2 is impossible, unless m and n have the same parity, M = M2uM, and 
all the triangles of g are notable (hence m3 =m2 + IZ - 2 > 0). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Case I: m d n - 2. 
Triangulate the polygon P by n - 3 diagonals whose relative interiors are mutually 
disjoint. Choose m of the n - 2 triangles thus obtained, and divide each one of them 
into three (triangles) by adding an interior point. The resulting triangulation o has 
n boundary vertices and m inner vertices, all 3-valent, hence h(o)= 3m. 
Case II: man-2. 
In this case the triangulation looked for will be constructed by induction on m 
(P fixed). The starting point of the induction is the case m= n-2, dealt with in 
Case I. The induction step will be from m = n - 2 + 2p (p > 0 integer) to m + 1 and 
to m+2. 
Let V c [w2 be a set of n + m points in general position, containing the vertices of 
P in addition to m interior points of P, and let CJ be a triangulation of P on V, s.t. 
h(o)=q(m,n)=&5m+n-2)=3(n-2)+5p. 
In order to prove the theorem for m + 1 and m + 2 we have to refine this triangulation 
by adding one inner vertex and thereby increasing the number of nonconvex edges by 
2, or by adding two inner vertices and thereby increasing the number of nonconvex 
edges by 5. 
There is a 3-valent vertex x in o (see Remark 2.3). Suppose that the triangles of 
0 containing x are [a, b, x], [h, c, x], [ c,a,x], as described in Fig. 3. Add an inner 
vertex y to the triangle [x, h, c] and split this triangle into three [x, h, y], [b, c, y], 
[c, x,y]. Call 0’ the resulting triangulation. In rr’ there are three new edges [x,y], 
[c, y], [b, y] which are nonconvex in the vertex y. An inner edge of o which is 
nonconvex cannot become convex in o’, unless it lies on the splitted triangle [x, h, c], 
i.e., it is one of the edges [c,x], [x, h], [b,c]. Choose the point y close to x on the 
circular arc which is tangent to the line cx in the point x, as described in the figure. By 
choosing y sufficiently close to x we can take care that the set Vu{ y} be in general 
position, and that the angles Lyxb, Lycb, Lybc are arbitrarily close to the angles 
Lcxb, Lxcb, Lxbc respectively. Hence the edge [b,x] will stay nonconvex at the 
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vertex x also in o’, and also the edge [b, c ] will not turn from nonconvex to convex. 
a 
Hence the only edge of o that will turn from nonconvex to convex is [x,c], so 
h(o’)=h(a)+3-l=f(5m+n-2)+2 
=[f(5(m+l)+n-2)]=y(n,m+l). 
In order to achieve m + 2 inner vertices we add in a similar fashion another vertex 
z inside the triangle [x, a, c], as depicted in the figure, to obtain a triangulation a”. By 
making this we add 3 nonconvex edges in the new vertex z, and the only edge that can 
turn from nonconvex in g’ to convex in 8 is the edge [c, x]; but this one is already 
convex in c’. Hence we obtain 
=V](n,m+2). 0 
Remark. Call a triangulation o whose set of vertices is of type (n;m) extremal if 
k(o)= q(n, m). The construction of extremal triangulations for Case II described 
above is far from being exhaustive; there is a variety of other constructions which yield 
extremal triangulations, but their totality is beyond our full grasp. To give one 
example, let us describe a construction of an extremal triangulation for n=m which 
does not arise from the above construction or even from any ‘perturbation’ of it. 
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Let p1 , . . . , p,, be the vertices of a convex polygon P, appearing in this (cyclic) order 
on the boundary of P, and let q be a point inside P such that every line qpi 2 < i < n - 1 
intersects the boundary edge [pl,p,,] (see Fig. 4, where n =7). Triangulate P by means 
of the edges [q, pi] 1 < i < n (in addition to the boundary edges of P, of course); call this 
triangulation err. Note that [q,pl] and [q, pn] are the only nonconvex edges in or. For 
2 < i < n - 2 choose a point inside the triangle [q, pi, pi + ,I, say qi, and connect it to the 
vertices of this triangle. Finally, choose two additional points: q, (q,_1) inside the 
~~~a~g~eCq,~~,p~1(Cq,~~-~,p~l),‘sufficient~yc~ose’to[q,p~l(Cq,p,-~l),andco~~ect 
it to the three vertices of the triangle, and call the resulting triangulation cr2. By 
‘sufficiently close’ we mean that [q,pl] and [q,p,] will stay nonconvex in cr2. The 
triangulation c2 has n boundary vertices and n inner vertices (i.e., m=n); it has 
h( cr2) = 3. (n - 1) + 2 = 3n - 1 nonconvex edges, and 
q(n,n)=i[5m+min(m,n-2)]=![5n+n-21 
=+(6n-2)=3n-1; 
i.e., h( az) = y~( n, m). It is clear that cr2 does not arise from the construction employed 
in the proof of Theorem 2.2, and moreover: the omission of any two 3-valent 
vertices from az will not yield an extremal triangulation because it will have 
only (3n-l)-6=3n-7 (<3n-6=ty(n,n-2)) nonconvex edges (which is a dif- 
ferent situation from the triangulations constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.2, 
where one can omit two 3-valent vertices one after another to obtain a (still) extremal 
triangulation). 
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Finally we remark: (i) If V is of type (3; m) (m 2 l), then any triangulation on V has 
at least 3 nonconvex edges (this is best possible in the obvious sense). (ii) if V is of type 
nonconvex (4; m) (WI 2 3), then every triangulation on I’ has at least two nonconvex 
edges (this is best possible). (iii) For any type (n; m) with n 2 5, m 2 1, there is a set V of 
type (n, m), and a triangulation on V without any nonconvex edge. If V is assumed to 
be in general position in all these cases, then the situation might be different. 
